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VIONIC / FYN
The women’s-only Fyn sneaker from

NEW PRODUCTS

San Rafael, CA-based Vionic is designed
to keep the foot in neutral whether
walking or in the gym, preventing and
relieving leg, knee and lower back pain
and plantar fasciitis. The style features
a flexible outsole with improved rubber
tread, a podiatrist-designed orthotic and
breathable mesh upper. MSRP $109.95.

SPENCO / NOMAD MOC LITE
The women’s Nomad Moc Lite is a
performance enhanced version of the
brand’s popular Nomad Moc. Lightweight
soft shell materials offer breathability
and reduce the weight of the moc. It
features the brand’s Total Support
Original insole package, with arch
support and cushioning technology.
Also has a molded rubber toe for added
protection. MSRP $99.99.

ALTRA / LONE PEAK
4HE ,ONE 0EAK  MESH IS A MODERATE
cushion shoe featuring Altra’s signature
fully cushioned ZeroDrop and FootShape
toebox. It’s a trail shoe perfect for
outings in hot, dusty zones such as
Utah’s National Parks of Zion, Bryce,
Arches, Canyonlands and Capital Reef or
Joshua Tree in California. MSRP $120.
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SUPERFEET / OUTSIDE SANDAL
The Outside sandal, here in a women’s style,
aims to deliver on four decades of podiatric
research — in sandal form. Unlike many other
slides that are flat and shapeless underfoot,
the Outside sandal has the right amount of
contour in its foot bed with supportive shape
under the arch and deep pockets to cradle
the heel. The sandals offer style and support
for post-race relaxation or trips to the beach…
and beyond. MSRP $59.95.

361 DEGREES / 361-SANTIAGO W
This trail shoe is designed to deliver both
rugged performance and high-level trail
TRACTION 7EIGHING IN AT  OUNCES WITH
AN EIGHT MILLIMETER DROP THE  3ANTIAGO
features the brand’s Quikfoam tech, which
delivers cushioned guidance as well as
comfort and support. MSRP $120.

THERAFIT / MOCBOOT
This fun and functional ankle length suede
boot works for hiking and for wearing as a
fashion accessory with a pair of jeans or even
a skirt. Designed specifically for women and
accredited by the National Posture Institute,
Therafit footwear aims to help women
take that first step into a healthier lifestyle.
Therafit uses multiple layers and densities for
cushioning and support, so that the shock
of each step is distributed downward and
outward. Built into each pair of Therafit is a
patented technology — the outsole can be
adjusted to allow an increase or decrease in
impact resistance. MSRP $139.
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ENGINEERED FOR
HIGHEST PERFORMANCE
©SALOMON SAS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
PHOTOS: JORDI SARAGOSSA.

Born for ultra racers by Salomon’s engineers and leading athletes, enjoy a running experience that
gives you protection, speed, and lightness to turn every quest into your ultimate performance.

#SALOMONRUNNING

NEW PRODUCTS

OUTDOOREYE

For Runners.
A trail shoe with
aggressive lugs;
a neutral shoe
packed with tech;
a Swiss design to
tackle the trails.

SALOMON / SPEEDCROSS 4
The fourth edition of Salomon’s iconic and
aggressively lugged trail runner is designed
for “tearing through technical, soft ground
with speed.” The lightweight midsole provides
cushioning and flexibility, while a lugged
Contagrip sole offers traction on wet and dry
surfaces. The water-resistant upper cradles
the foot from the midsole to the lace eyelets
for a precise fit. MSRP $130.

SAUCONY / ZEALOT
This summer Saucony is going for devotion
with its new Zealot neutral runner. The shoe
uses three of the brand’s run technologies:
Everrun cushioning in the topsole, as well as
the Isofit dynamic fit system and a Tri-flex
outsole using lightweight iBR+ blown rubber
for increased ground contact. The Zealot will
deliver 6/1. MSRP $130.

ON / CLOUDVENTURE
Swiss brand On Running is tackling the trails
for Fall with its new Cloudventure family of
trail running styles. All styles include a sticky
rubber outsole with a unique triangular grip
pattern and the brand’s trademark pods are
engineered for responsive cushioning on
downhills. The collection will launch 6/17 and
is targeted to running specialty, outdoor and
premium footwear accounts. The collection
has four styles. MSRP $149.95-$179.95.
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ICEBUG / ZEAL2 RB9X
.EW FOR  THE UPPER MATERIAL IN THIS TRAIL
running shoe has been updated with a Kevlar
material that that isn’t bulletproof, but is
both softer and more durable. In the midsole
construction, the Zeal provides a stable
but soft heel grip, a combo made possible
through the molded midsole cradle on the
interior side of the shoe. MSRP $149.95.

RYKA / REVIVE
This women’s trail walker lets wearers take on
the trails in comfort. The brand’s proprietary
Re-zorb cushioning material adds comfort
in the heel crash pad and a grooved rubber
outsole is designed for stability over rough
TRAIL $ELIVERS . MSRP $70.

INOV-8 / The X-Talon 225
The new trail shoes from inov-8 reflect the
brand’s renewed focus on being an allterrain brand. Among the new introductions
IS THE 8 4ALON 
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NEW PRODUCTS
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EAGLE CREEK / NO MATTER WHAT GEAR TOTE
A bag with a classic Tote silhouette, the No Matter What Gear
Tote gets the Eagle Creek treatment with waterproof Bi-Tech
fabric, padded grab handles on the sides, a zippered front
pocket and a storage wrap that doubles as a zippered stash
pocket that can be tethered to the inside of the bag for easy
access to smaller stuff like keys, phone, etc. MSRP $59.

HEADSWEATS / ACTIVE PERFORMANCE BANDS
Made to be super comfortable and lightweight, these stylish
performance headbands keep hair off the face and sweat
out of the eyes. The three-inch Endurance Band has a
lightweight design that can be slipped around the neck to
stay cool at the end of a workout. The one-inch Energy
Band features a velvet lining for a comfortable, no-slip fit
during intense sweat sessions. MSRP $15.

CTR / SUMMIT LADIES VENT CAP
&EATURING 50&  PROTECTION THIS FOLDING PACKABLE CAP
boasts a feminine but technical fabric for summer months and
sun protection. Wicking mesh panels offer maximum breathability and the wicking sweatband offers a comfort element.
Available colors: Coral, White and Cream. MSRP $19.99.

Necessities.
A workout
bag; stylish
headbands;
skin care; pain
relief products;
a hat with sun
protection.
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NUU-MUU / SCOOP DRESS
A dress designed for exercise-and-everythingelse, the Scoop features the same flattering cut
and performance fabric in signature prints that
made the brand’s Nuu-Muu and Ruu-Muu dresses
stand out. The Scoop has a lower neckline and
comes complete with a pocket at the low back for
stashing essentials. It is made of four-way stretch
performance polyester that doesn’t wrinkle and
dries in a flash. It is offered in additional sizing to
8,    MSRP $85.

BROOKS / FRONTRUNNER RACER
Designed for a secure fit, this bra from Brooks is
a sleek, seamless style that is also designed to be
seen. Lightweight with a flattering shape, it has
contoured cups for enhanced support. Seamless
knit provides soft, chafe-free comfort. MSRP $56.

CW-X / VERSATX CONSTELLATION PRINT BRA
This new running bra from CW-X, designed for B
and C cups, features a balance of comfort and
support with adjustability in a flattering silhouette.
It features the patented CW-X Targeted Support
Web along with adjustable shoulder straps and back
CLOSURE !VAILABLE IN "# $ MSRP $55.
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1. WIGWAM / PACIFIC CREST PRO

NEW PRODUCTS

2

Heritage style paired with modern construction make Wigwam’s
Pacific Crest Pro a cornerstone of the brand’s new Peak to Pub
Collection. Entirely Made in USA with Wigwam’s patented Ultimax
moisture control technology, this sock “promises blister free feet”

1

while swaddled in the comfort of Merino wool. Lightweight, dense
cushioning keeps feet protected. MSRP $16.

2. SOCKWELL / WOMEN’S ASCEND
This 15-20mmHG moderate compression sock for women has
a graduated compression leg along with arch support and a
seamless toe closure. It has an ultra light cushion sole, a threequarter ankle wrap cushion and a turn welt top. Made of a Merino
wool/alpaca/stretch nylon/spandex blend. MSRP $26.99.

3. BALEGA / ENDURO NO SHOW
These women’s socks from Balega are designed to provide a great fit
with soft cushioning from heel to toe for comfort during physical activity or
during everyday life. The extra deep heel pocket prevents slippage, while
an arch support band wraps around the midfoot for a snug fit. A heel tab
protects the Achilles from blisters and the Drynamix fabric system keeps
the foot cool and comfortable. MSRP $12.

Let those feet perform
in style. Athletes need
socks that wick, offer the
best fit and just the right
amount of cushion.

4. DARN TOUGH / WOMEN’S VERTEX
3

The Vertex collection aims to offer ultimate breathability and
performance wicking without sacrificing protection. Seamless
comfort plus a “perfect fit” combine to eliminate hot spots and
chafing. The lightweight sock is offered in Coolmax or Merino wool
construction with ultra-light or ultra-light cushion thicknesses and
several styles (no-show, one-quarter sock and micro crew). Made
in Vermont. MSRP $15-$18.

5. FARM TO FEET / DAMASCUS ELITE
These hiking socks are Farm to Feet’s most technically advanced
socks to date. Along with a seamless toe closure and 100 percent

4

American materials, the Damascus socks feature 19.5 micron
yarns, micro channel circumferential ventilation, targeted hexagonal
reinforcement and improved Comfort Compression with Lycra
spandex fiber. MSRP $17.

6
5

6. FOX RIVER / AXT MARIPOSA ANKLE SOCK
Made to cross over from the path to pavement, these lightweight
Merino socks offer comfort and cushion. Wick Dry technology
helps keep feet dry and helps avoid moisture build up that leads to
hot spots and blisters. Advanced fit technology helps hold the sock
in place for no matter what adventure awaits. MSRP $12.99.
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RETAIL Q&A

GETTING OUT
REI is looking for growth — and serving women is a mission-critical part of the plan, according to Susan Viscon.

Susan Viscon

Susan Viscon, a 19-year veteran of the Kent, WA-based
co-op, has served as SVP–merchandising and private brands
at REI since 2014. In that role, she leads the buying, planning forecasting and operations teams and is responsible
for how product is expressed across the co-ops and on REI.
com. She also oversees the private brands group at
REI, which works on all of the co-op’s private label
product, including the Evrgrn line of camping gear
aimed at younger, city-dwelling enthusiasts that
launched last year.
“My role is to see where to we need to go and to
know how to be supportive of our overall strategy,”
Viscon says. “We want to be an authentic outdoor
specialty lifestyle retailer and we’ve been pursuing
that strategy for a year and a half.”
What that means, Viscon says, is doubling
down on their specialty roots: great service, being
“locally relevant” and putting an emphasis on
assorting high-performance gear — women’s gear
in particular. “It’s a key differentiator,” Viscon says.
John Connelly, founder, president and CEO of
Bozeman, MT-based outdoor footwear brand Oboz,
says the retailer’s focus on service and commitment to specialty brands dovetails with his brand’s ethos.
“Everything they do is totally professional and doing business with them is just enjoyable. REI has played a huge role
in our success,” he says.
The strategy has been paying off. Earlier this year, REI
reported full-year revenues for 2015 of $2.4 billion, up 9.3
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“Last year, following the movie
‘Wild’ we saw incredible
growth in backpacking gear in
women’s-specific product.

The women’s backpacking category grew
more than 30 percent.”

0HOTOS 2%)

“We’re leaning
into brands
that we believe
deliver great
performance
product for
women and
we’re moving
them to a
broader set of
doors. We need
that premium
brand offering,
the great
mountaineering
product and
hiking product.”

percent from $2.2 billion in 2014. Same-store sales rose
seven percent for the year and the retailer’s digital business
saw a 23 percent lift.
The co-op has also taken a leadership role in the outdoor
industry’s push to give women a bigger role at the table. At
the Outdoor Industries Women’s Coalition breakfast during
Outdoor Retailer in January 2015, REI president and CEO
Jerry Stritzke announced a slew of new initiatives designed
to advance women across the board. Among them was a
CEO Pledge, which asked industry leaders to commit to
increase the role of women in leadership roles at their firms,
and a $1.5 million grant named after REI co-founder Mary
Anderson earmarked to help build industry services and
research, match funding to bring new companies into OIWC
or for existing members to deepen their commitment, and to
create new avenues for women entrepreneurs to bring their
products to market.
A year later, more than 50 industry CEOs have signed the
pledge and the second Pitchfest competition for emerging
female entrepreneurs in the outdoors will take place this
summer. Viscon, president-elect of the OIWC and current
VP, says REI takes its leadership role seriously.
“REI has been in the forefront, starting from our founder
in Mary Anderson, and then with Sally Jewell’s longtime
leadership,” she says. “We want to ignite transformation for
women in the industry.”
Here, Viscon sounds off on the “Wild” effect, why performance gear is so important and why having more women in
the business is a strategic advantage.

OUTDOORINSIGHTMAGCOM

REI SVP Susan Viscon on Why Women Are
the Key to Growth. By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

4 BRAND NEW STYLES FOR ALL ADVENTURES PEAK 2 PUB.

You said focusing on women’s
performance gear is a key
point of difference for REI.
How big of a consumer segment is the female shopper?
We do have a rough estimate
[of our co-op membership] and
it’s almost half women. And we
have seen that grow: if I went
back decades ago, that would be
significant growth as we focused
more on women’s product and
messaging to women.
What does that that focus
mean for your merchandise
mix?
We decided we need to do more
for that woman enthusiast. Did
we really give her product that
showed her ability to progress
in the performance space? What
we saw was good-to-better product is where it did well and [we
had room for] success in topof-mountain. So we’ll be truly
auditing our assortments and
assorting more into that category.
What kinds of products are
critical for that woman consumer?
We are really seeing some great
growth in products where fit
matters — in backpacks, hiking
boots, things like that. We’ve
launched our own backpacking
collection for our private label,
women’s packs designed for
better fit. We’re also seeing that
growth in things like sleeping
bags, where insulation is added
specifically to where women
need it. We’re leaning into
brands that we believe deliver
great performance product for
women and we’re moving them
to a broader set of doors. We
need that premium brand offering, the great mountaineering
product and hiking product. And
we’re rolling it out there.

OUTDOORINSIGHTMAGCOM

Culturally, does it feel like women
and their relationship with the
outdoors are getting more attention?
Last year, following the movie
“Wild” we saw incredible growth
in backpacking gear in women’sspecific product. It was more than
30 percent, more than the growth
in men’s in the same categories. We
asked, is there something happening here? Are women going back
to something they used to do, or
being inspired by the movie or by
being with their friends and investing in product and gear? And at the
same time, REI committed to the
CEO Pledge.

Contact your Wigwam Sales rep or email: sales@wigwam.com or
call us 1.855.275.0356

REI was one of the founding companies behind the CEO Pledge.
What did signing it mean for the
organization?
We sat down and looked at the
pledge and REI was doing a lot of
it already. But it was a chance to
say, let’s take this opportunity to
recommit to this work. We have
three areas we’re working on. One
of them is creating and curating
breakthrough product, expertise
and experiences for our female customers. Two is how do we fulfill her
performance needs. Then we also
have to ensure gender equity in our
headquarters and in our stores. We
want to ignite transformation for
women in the industry — and to
champion opportunity across the
outdoors.
What does “championing opportunity across the outdoors”
look like?
We don’t have as many women
in leadership positions as other
industries. So one of the things is
promoting how to turn passion into
progression — recruiting women
from other industries, letting them
know that they can consider the
outdoor industry as a place to work
as a COO or a HR manager.

wigwam.com
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RETAIL Q&A
“We want to make sure that at the heart, we’re thinking of the person who lives their life in a way that let’s them be outside.”

“In our apparel areas, we’ve
increased the amount of
freshening of the floor. It’s been
too stagnant — there’d be a
delivery and it would just live
there for six months.

We’re going to go from
two to three floor sets a
year to seven this year.”

“Certainly, like
the rest of the
industry, we’ve
seen athleisure
be successful.
In yoga, the
business with
brands like Lucy
and Prana has
been on ﬁre.”

Tell us a bit about your own experience
as a woman in the outdoor industry.
I’ve been with REI for 19 years, and
have certainly come to supporting
this because of the amount of support I’ve received. When I came into
the co-op, I felt I always had mentoring and support from leaders in the
organization. REI has been in the
forefront, starting from our founder
in Mary Anderson and then with Sally
Jewell’s longtime leadership. We’ve
been fortunate to have that appreciation of diversity. I never felt held back
because of my gender. But that’s not
the case everywhere, I know.
It goes beyond just trying to do the
right thing, right?
There’s data out there that shows
that businesses are more successful
when there’s a diversity of leadership between genders. So I do believe
this becomes a business case — it’s
more than just justice. It shows that
having that diversity of thought in
leadership allows for better decisionmaking. People sometimes say, “well,
you need to have a woman to build
women products or to grow women’s
sales,” and I don’t disagree, but it’s
more than that. Whether it’s neutral,
for men or for women — it’s not only
because I want to grow women’s
sales, I want to grow across the line.
What trends are you seeing in the
marketplace?
Certainly, like the rest of the industry,
we’ve seen athleisure be successful.
In yoga, the business with brands
like Lucy and Prana has been on
fire. Another is hiking footwear. We
already have healthy market share,
but it’s grown in the high-double
digits for the last six seasons and
we’re going into this year with the
same level of growth.

20 • Outdoor Insight • May 2016

Last year you launched Evrgrn, a line of
gear aimed at the car camping, urban
outdoors market. Has the line been
successful with a younger consumer?
Evgrn was this great opportunity to think
about how people get outdoors in different ways and to have a great design
aesthetic that is thoughtful, young and
about having fun and not being too
serious about the outdoors. We had a
successful launch — some styles, like the
Campfire Rocker chair, being a huge success. We saw that all types of members
were interested in that product. You
know, it’s really been phenomenal to see
the interest and growth in camping and
backpacking — it’s amazing, above company growth each month.
What role does private label merchandise play at REI?
Our brands represent incredible value
designed with our co-op members in
mind. That is a fabulous service to
them. But really, so is providing breadth
of great brands. The top two things that
members mention when we do a survey
asking them why they choose REI are
one, great service, and two, the brands
we carry. Our intent is always to serve
that. Our private brands don’t exceed
more than 30 percent of the offering on
the floor — it’s incredible to have the
balance between our products and the
other brands and it’s essential for the
health of the business.
How do you balance working with other
brands and creating your own product?
Is it a concern?
We have deep integrity about how we
manage the business with our vendors —
they disclose very confidential stuff and
we have checks and balances to ensure
nothing is shared internally before it goes
to market. We would never want to not
have access to the latest and greatest
from our brand partners.

What do you see happening in the
broader retail market?
Certainly there is a lot of change. As we
look at where growth in retail is coming
from, large players like Amazon are
having healthy growth. That continues
to mean we have to have assortment
differentiation and need to elevate
expertise. People want to shop with a
specialty retailer like REI because they
have product they can’t get elsewhere
and their needs will be met. There’s
trust with that retailer. If we want to
stay healthy, we can’t just be about
price and commodification — it won’t
be healthy for the long run.
What other actions are you taking
to compete?
In our apparel areas, we’ve increased
the amount of freshening of the floor.
It’s been too stagnant — there’d be a
delivery and it would just live there
for six months. We’re going to go from
two to three floor sets a year to seven
this year.
How do you balance serving a customer base that spans all the way
from complete beginners to serious
and committed athletes?
I think the world you said is ‘balancing’ — and that’s so important. I’ve
seen us in the past distort too much to
family and entry-level product in a way
that alienated our core customers. Now
we’re coming at this with the mindset of
the customer — we want to make sure
that at the heart, we’re thinking of the
person who lives their life in a way that
lets them be outside. We want to make
sure the storytelling and merchandise
appeals to them. At the same time, we
have a threshold of quality that we want
to make sure we don’t go below. Even if
you’re a beginner, we want to make sure
your enjoyment is not compromised by
[sub-par] performance. O
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MEET THE WONDER WOMEN WHO ARE REDEFINING OUTDOOR ATHLETICS. THE OUTDOOR INDUSTRY
has always looked up to the tough, the adventurers who climb higher, go faster and who seek out the remote and the rugged.
!ND TODAY MORE THAN EVER THE ATHLETES SETTING THE PACE ARE WOMEN (ERE  WOMEN WHO ARE PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES
of their sport share insight on what got them started, where they’re headed next and what keeps them forging ahead.
MELISSA ARNOT
-OUNTAINEERMOUNTAIN GUIDE
!GE   (OME BASE +ETCHUM )$

P

Melissa Arnot first started climbing mountains in 2002 and hasn’t stopped.
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rolific mountaineer and mountain guide Melissa Arnot has summited Everest five times, one shy of the woman’s record, and has
climbed Mt. Rainier more than 90 times, but in 2016 she’s focusing
on others — a “year of mentorship,” as she calls it. This spring,
she’s guiding a 13-year-old girl on a six-week trekking and climbing expedition; after that, she’ll start attempting to climb the 50 high points (one
per state) in 50 days, with another young mentee. Oh, and she ran the
Marin Ultra 50K before leaving, too. “I like the extra physical and mental
challenge of doing a big run right before I leave,” she says. Arnot first
started climbing mountains after college in 2002. She trained as a wilderness medicine instructor and an EMT to support
herself — and her avocation. “I quickly realized
Summited
that being in remote areas required a high level
Everest ﬁve
of medical knowledge and practice using those
times, and has
skills,” she says. “I have always fully supported
myself, so it often has required working multiple
climbed Mt.
jobs in the sometimes low-paying outdoor indusRainier more
try.” But one of Arnot’s biggest challenges comes
than 90 times.
off of the mountain. She’s working on promoting
the work of the Juniper Fund, the foundation she
started in 2010 after Arnot’s climbing partner, Chhewang Nima Sherpa,
was killed on a trip they took together. Currently the fund supports 34
families who have lost family members during climbs — this year, Arnot
says, the group will be starting grief support groups and underwriting
vocational training for widows as well as scholarship opportunities for
children who have lost a parent in the mountains. “We need to keep
raising funds,” Arnot says, “but the support we have received so far is
overwhelming and humbling.” The need to raise funds has been acute:
in 2014, a devastating avalanche in April killed 16 Nepalese guides; the
massive earthquake that struck Nepal the following April caused an avalanche that killed 22 people, 10 of whom were Sherpa guides. But Arnot
is undeterred. “The press tends to focus on the bad stuff, but Everest is
a magical place that I revere.” O

By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

MAGDALENA LEWY-BOULET
Ultrarunner and marathon champion
Age: 42 / Home base: Oakland, CA

A

career studded with top marathon finishes – she took second
at the 2008 U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials and won the 2002 San
Francisco Marathon, among other highlights – would be enough
accomplishment for a lot of people, but Magdalena Lewy-Boulet
isn’t stopping there. After switching her focus to ultra distances in 2013,
she won the brutal 100-Mile Western States Endurance Run last year, in her
inaugural attempt. This year, she’ll be defending her title as well as running
a second 100-miler, the Ultra-Trail du Mont Blanc
in Chamonix, France. “I’ve been a runner for half
Has won
my life — it feels like I evolved into this,” she says.
the Western
Lewy-Boulet is also involved in the run industry
States
from another side: she’s a VP–product development
for longtime sponsor GU Energy Labs. (Among the
Endurance
things they’re working on, she says: launching
Run and the
waffles.) Still training with distance-running legend
SF Marathon.
Jack Daniels, who’s been her coach for 15 years,
Lewy-Boulet says the shift to ultras has been positive. “My approach to training changed, but I think for the better,” she says.
“[Marathons] took very structured training. In ultra running, I’ve been able
to be a lot more creative.” Ultras have opened up new areas, too. “I often ask
myself how come I didn’t do this sooner. It’s taken me to the most amazing
places, training and races-wise,” she says. “It’s definitely been an amazing
discovery for me. I get so much out of being part of this amazing outdoors
world. I’ve become a better leader, mom and co-worker,” she says. “I’m
very lucky that the sport has opened the door for me to discover that.” O
A VP at GU, Magdalena Lewy-Boulet is a champion marathoner and ultrarunner.

LIZ THOMAS
Thru hiker/urban hiker
Age: 30 / Home base: Denver, CO

Photo top: Hoka One One

L

iz Thomas has serious hiking cred: the 30-year-old Yale grad held the
women’s unsupported speed record for the Appalachian Trail from
2011 to 2015, and has covered more than 15,000 miles across the
U.S. since she started doing distance hikes in 2007. But since 2013,
Thomas has made a name for herself in another discipline: urban hiking,
long-distance hikes within a city that apply the principles of thru-hiking to
the concrete jungle.
“I like exploring the urban landscape and exploring a city — I’m exerting
myself and navigating and doing a lot of the things I enjoy about normal hiking
in the outdoors,” she says. Since her inaugural five-and-a-half day, 175-mike
hike through Los Angeles in 2013, Thomas has
trekked through San Francisco, Portland, Chicago,
Has covered
Seattle and her hometown of Denver. Through
more than
social media and talks she gives along the way,
15,000 miles
Thomas is spreading the city hike gospel. “Urban
hikes are great for people who either don’t have
across the
the time or the interest to go into the outdoors. You
U.S. since
can have the same exercise and sense of explorashe started.
tion,” she says. Later this year, Thomas hopes to
add Pittsburgh: “It’s the city in the U.S. that has the
most public fareways and with it’s history and being such a beautiful city,
it’ll be cool to see it on foot.” She also plans to get back to the wilderness of
Canada’s Great Divide Trail in August. “I will be dealing with grizzly bears
there,” Thomas notes. “Just hopefully not too many.” O
Liz Thomas is making a name for herself in the urban hiking discipline.
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WONDER WOMEN
JAYSEA DEVOE
Yoga instructor
Age: 14 / Home base: Encinitas, CA

J

aysea DeVoe has been a yogi almost half her life. The way she tells
it, she fell in love with yoga at eight years old. “I really loved how
yoga made me feel afterward, that I could come back to it no matter
how I was feeling,” she says. “I thought it was a great practice to
bring into the world, but I hadn’t thought of being a teacher. I was just
enjoying it.” Encouraged by her mentor, at 12 she started logging the 200
class hours she’d need to be a certified teacher
at nights and on weekends. When she was 13, she
At 14, she is
became a full-fledged teacher, one of youngest –
one of, if not
if not the youngest – certified instructors in the
the, youngest
country. Now at 14, she teaches both traditional
yoga classes and SUP classes (yoga is a “whole
certiﬁed
different experience” on the board, she notes)
instructor in
around her hometown. All her classes, she says,
the country.
are inspired by her love of the sea. The ocean
influence is a big part of Devoe’s future plans,
too: “Every class I teach is themed around the ocean, so to develop it a
little further I’m starting a clothing brand — yoga and surfing [apparel]
for youthful women.” She also makes handmade jewelry that sells in local
boutiques. This summer, she’ll be teaching SUP classes (her family lives
on a boat in the Catalina Islands for the season) and will teach some yoga
retreats in Mexico. “I love the ocean and the yoga, so to do them together
is such a fun thing,” she says. O
All of Jaysea DeVoe’s yoga classes are themed around the ocean.
8

RORY BOSIO
Ultrarunner
Age: 30 / Home base: Lake Tahoe, CA

Photo top: Sanuk; Photo bottom: Damiano Levati/The North Face

Right now, in general, if somebody asks me what I do, I
have come to the point of acceptance that I am a runner,”
says 30-year-old Rory Bosio, a statement that wouldn’t be
so surprising if she wasn’t the winner of some of the world’s
toughest ultra running races. But Bosio says she didn’t start running
for the sport of it: she did it because it was just one more way to get
outside. “I love running, but the running isn’t why I did it: I’m not good
on a treadmill or road,” she says. “It was a way
to get into the mountains.” Bosio runs when
Plans to
the weather in her Lake Tahoe home is warm.
tackle The
When it’s not, she opts instead to cross-country
168k, 9500m
or backcountry ski, or hike up a trail and sled
down. “My mentality is, optimize the season,”
altitude-gain
she says. Her approach has paid off: last year
Ultra-Trail
she won the Atacama Extreme 100 Miles and in
Mt. Fuji race.
2014 she took firsts in the Lavaredo Ultra Trail
and Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc (where she was
the defending champ). Bosio, who also works as a pediatric intensive care
nurse – “I say I’m a part-time runner, part-time nurse” – has an ambitious
race calendar planned for 2016. She’s making return visits to La Cortina in
Italy in June for the Lavaredo Ultra-Trail (“the Dolomites are so spectacular
that any excuse to go is worthy,” she says) as well as back to France for
the Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc. And in September, she’ll be tackling a new
challenge: The 168K Ultra-Trail Mt. Fuji race in Japan. “I feel the change
of scenery is good for me,” she said. “I love where I live – today I was out
here for 10 hours – but I need to broaden my horizons.” O
Rory Bosio at The North Face Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc race in Chamonix in 2013.
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NEVER STOP
EXPLORING

The North Face® athlete and two-time women’s division
winner of the Ultra Trail du Mount Blanc, Rory Bosio.

Photo: Tim Kemple

WONDER WOMEN
BECCA PIZZI
World Marathoner
Age: 35 / Home base: Belmont, MA

C

all her Ms. Worldwide. In January of this year, Becca Pizzi, a daycare
owner and ice cream shop manager from suburban Boston, set a
world record in the punishing World Marathon Challenge: seven
days, seven marathons, in all seven continents. Pizzi finished with
a cumulative time of 27 hours, 26 minutes and 15 seconds, giving her an
average marathon time of 3:55:11, despite tearing her groin in mile two
in Dubai, with two marathons left to finish. (She
iced the injury during the 15-hour flight to the
Ran seven
next race in Australia, with the help of a supportmarathons in
ive flight attendant who took over changing her
seven days
packs after she fell asleep.) While Pizzi was never
on seven
a slouch – she’s completed 45 marathons in 27
states, an average of six a year – fitting training
continents in
into her no-days-off, two-job, single-mom schedule
record time.
wasn’t an easy task. After hearing about the World
Challenge, Pizzi says she showed her eight-yearold daughter a video about the race. “I thought I could do it. And she says,
yeah mom, you can do it — if she didn’t say that, I wouldn’t have done it,”
she says. Others weren’t so sure. “Telling my family did not work out really
well,” Pizzi says. “They’re more realistic.” But after securing sponsors,
including fabric brand Coolcore to defray some of the $36,000 price tag
for the race, Pizzi went all in. “I had an opportunity to travel the world and
run, and I love both those things,” she says. “And I could inspire people
and show my daughter that she could do anything she put her mind to.”
Pizzi’s next race will be her 16th appearance at the Boston Marathon and
she’s thinking about testing the waters of Ironman. O
Becca Pizzi fits her training into a no-days-off, two-job, single-mom schedule.

SONYA LOONEY
Mountain biker
Age: 32 / Home base: Kelowna, British Columbia

S

Photo bottom: Matt Ewonus

onya Looney’s motto is, “Be Brave. Do Epic Shit,” which gives
you a sense of the way the mountain bike endurance racer
approaches her sport, as well as her life. (Off the bike, Looney
is a keynote speaker on the topics of overcoming fear, defining
success and the power of attitude.) Looney rode her first race
at 20-years old, three weeks after her very first time on a mountain bike.
“I was the only person in my category,” she says. “No one had signed up
for the intermediate race. I signed up. I was the last person out there but
I had a blast. I was addicted.” After riding for the
University
of New Mexico cycling club, she moved
She will be
to Boulder after graduation to get her MS in electritaking on the
cal engineering. In the years since, she’s racked
9-day, 900-km
up victories: she’s the four-time U.S. National
Champion in collegiate 24-hour racing, a stage
JoBerg2C
winner in the TransAndes race and was the 2015
race across
World 24 Hour Mountain Biking champion. In 2016,
South Africa.
she took third in her first attempt at the five-day
Trans New Zealand Enduro race; in late April, she
will be taking on the nine-day, 900-km JoBerg2C race across South Africa.
Enduro races (timed downhill races) are new to Looney this year: after
moving to BC, she’s gotten “addicted to steep technical riding.” Since she
started riding for herself 18 months ago, handling the business side of life
as a pro athlete has been the next challenge. “I’m always using my brain
to create content and ideas for the brands I work with,” she says. “I like
the business side as much as the riding and the races.” O
Mountain bike endurance racer Sonya Looney mixes her passion with business.
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WONDER WOMEN
ANGIE PAYNE
Climber
Age: 31 / Home base: Boulder, CO

A

ngie Payne started as an indoor rockstar. After learning to climb
at 11-years old in a gym in Ohio, she competed as a junior before
moving to Boulder to attend the University of Colorado and won
three American Bouldering Series National Championships.
Simultaneous to her move to Boulder, she started getting into
outdoor climbing, where she has continued to score big: she was the first
woman in the world to climb a V13 bouldering problem and was the first
woman to complete 17 different problems rated
V10 to V12. Last year, she accompanied fellow
She was the
Mountain Hardwear athlete and self-professed
ﬁrst woman
“solo adventurer” Mike Libecki for a climb up
in the world
a volcanic tower in the Ua Pou jungle in French
Polynesia. It rained every day. “We were out there
to climb a V13
flogging our way up a wet muddy tower for two
bouldering
weeks,” she says, adding that the style of climbproblem.
ing was new to her. “It was really challenging for
me, but we were all suffering together,” she says.
“It was character building.” As she moves further away from competitive
climbing, Payne says she’s looking to branch out. She’s contemplating a
climbing trip later in the year to South Africa, as well as looking to explore
some of the options closer to home. Her climbs have also given her a venue
for exploring another “obsession” — photography. Payne has more than
18,000 followers on Instagram (@angelajpayne) admiring the meticulously
composed and gorgeously lit landscape shots she takes on her travels,
almost unbelievably all with her phone, and she’s thinking of branching
out. “I have gotten a real camera and I’m learning to use it,” she says. O
Angie Payne in Zion National Park, Utah.

MICAYLA GATTO
Adventure biker
Age: 27 / Home base: North Vancouver, B.C.

M

Photo top: Keith Ladzinski, courtesy of Mountain Hardwear.

icayla Gatto is ready for a new frontier in biking. After
picking up mountain biking as a pre-teen, the Vancouver
resident made herself a promise that she would start racing
when she got to eighth grade, the first year there would
be programs. She won “every single high school race that
I entered from grade eight to grade 12.” At 16, she switched to downhill
racing and kept up a winning average, including coming out on top in the
2013 Canadian National Championships. But in 2014 after getting dropped
from her team following a bad injury, she started
to reassess: “It was pretty devastating, but it got
She won
me thinking about why I ride bikes and what I’ve
every single
been doing and how I can be happy,” she says.
high school
“I’ve accomplished what I wanted to do in racing,
so I’m moving into adventure-type riding.” In addirace that
tion to coaching young riders and still entering
she entered.
the occasional race (“for fun,” she says), Gatto is
working on art, editorial projects and videos —
as well as some new challenges. “I really want to
push myself further and harder with a multi-day, self-sustained bike pack
trip to camp and ride for a few days,” she says. “I want to climb some big
mountains and feel like crap and then feel awesome on the downhill. I’ve
never liked hills, but I want to get out there without needing a chairlift
or a truck to get me up the mountain.” O

Micayla Gatto is looking for new adventures on the bike.
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WONDER WOMEN
MIRINDA CARFRAE
Triathlete
Age: 35 / Home base: Boulder, CO

S

he holds the women’s course record for the grueling Ironman
World Championships in Kona and since 2009 has won three
golds, two silvers and a bronze in the sport, but growing up in
Australia Mirinda Carfrae just wanted to play ball. “I was a high-level
basketball player in [school], but being only 5’ 3”, I wasn’t going
to go anywhere too special,” she says. Having met some triathletes while
training, Carfrae was intrigued and she did her first short-course triathlon
in 1999. By 2005, she decided to make the switch
to Ironmans – “I was more suited to long-course,”
She holds
she says – but didn’t enter her first race until four
the women’s
years later. It was worth the wait: in 2009, Carfrae
course
placed second in the first Ironman she qualified
for and won the world title the next year, with
record for
first-place finishes in 2013 and 2014 as well. (She
the grueling
had an additional second place finish in 2011 and
Ironman.
a bronze in 2012.) She’s the current Championship
course record holder, a time of 8:52:14 that she set
in 2013. This June, Carfrae will be racing Ironman Austria. “Racing in Europe
is a lot of fun, because it’s part of their culture. People are happy to sit all
day and spectate,” she says. “It’s really great for the athletes and being able
to drink beer on the side of the road really enhances the atmosphere for
everyone.” She’ll turn her focus to the Ironman Championships in Kona,
HI, in October. It may have taken almost 10 years to get there, but Carfrae
says she’s never looked back: “For me, the door was open and when you’re
on the right path, things become easy.” O
Mirinda Carfrae is the current Ironman Championship course record holder.

STEVIE KREMER
Skier and mountain runner
Age: 34 / Home base: Crested Butte, CO

I

Photo bottom: Jordi Saragossa.

f life in Colorado gives you two ways to take on the trail, take advantage — that’s what’s fueled long-distance runner and ski mountaineer
Stevie Kremer. A lifelong skier, Kremer learned to hike after moving
to Crested Butte nine years ago. Six years ago she started running
on trails for fun, but after moving to Italy to teach and finding herself
“homesick for the mountains,” Kremer began traveling to different races
each weekend in Slovenia, Austria and Switzerland to get a fix. Her running
and skiing co-exist with another career: she’s a third-grade teacher. “I’m
not good at sitting down. Working and running and skiing is really good for
me. It keeps me balanced,” Kremer says. Skiing or
running for an hour or more before school, teaching
This year, she
and then a few hours running after school sounds
will explore
hectic, but Kremer says it’s an advantage. “When
new races
you are under such time constraints, you tend to
work out a little harder. You don’t always realize
in Mt. Fuji,
it, but you become a stronger runner and skier.”
Germany and
In February, she and a teammate won the Audi
South Africa.
Power of Four Ski Mountaineering race, and she’s
a past winner of the 40-mile Elk Mountain Grand
Traverse overnight ski race, and a two-time winner of the Skyrunner World
Series. She’s looking to explore some new races: one in Mt. Fuji in July,
and races in Germany and South Africa in the fall. “One of the best parts
of racing is exploring new mountains and trails. There’s nothing more fun
than running around the mountains,” she says. “There are so many trails
that I absolutely love, but to explore new terrain is pretty incredible.”O
Stevie Kremer is a ski mountaineer, distance runner and third-grade teacher.
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WONDER WOMEN
AMY HASTINGS CRAGG
Marathoner
Age: 32 / Home base: Portland, OR

W

inning the 2016 US Olympic Marathon Trials meant more
than just a spot on the U.S. Team for Amy Hastings Cragg.
It even meant more than vindication after a fourth-place
finish in the 2012 Trials kept her from the marathon in
London. It was the payoff for a complete life overhaul
she started late last year, when she and her husband sold their house
in Providence, RI, to move cross-country to Portland, OR, to train
with distance running standout Shalane Flanagan under coach Jerry
Schumacher. “The race was a way for me to tell
my story — a story of friendships I made, the
Won the 2016
training we put in, and the commitments that
U.S. Olympic
the coach and teammates gave to the goal of
Marathon
making that team to Rio,” she says. As a kid,
Trials in
Cragg says she found her place in distance running: “When I was younger I loved all sports and
Los Angeles in
I loved being part of a team, but I never really
February.
excelled in anything... until I found cross country. The further I ran, the better I fared.” She
excelled at Arizona State University: a 10-time All American, she was
the 2006 NCAA Division I champion in the 5000 meters. She ran her first
marathon in 2011, taking second. In 2015 she won the 15K race at the
USA Track and Field Championship. Cragg says she’s totally focused
on prepping for the Games in August. “I’ve never been to Rio, so I’m
extremely excited to see the country and experience the culture,” she
says. “[But] I’m most excited about the race. I’ve wanted to experience
racing the marathon at the Olympics for as long as I can remember.” O
Amy Hastings Cragg running in a Zamst EK-3 knee brace.

ANNA MAE FLYNN
Ultrarunner
Age: 27 / Home base: Lake Tahoe, CA

A

Photo top: Mike Medby; Photo bottom: Jesse Ellis

nna Mae Flynn ran her first 50K “out of the blue,” she says — she
signed up for the Way Too Cool 50K Endurance Run a year ago,
despite never having run more than a half marathon, and spent
two months “cramming in” mileage to try and prepare. And
after finishing third, the high school math teacher has been
racking up the wins: in her debut year, she also won the Nifty Fifty 50K
in Juneau, AK, and the Vertical Kilometer of 1000
meter gain at the Flagstaff Skyrace in Arizona. As
To run a
she enters her second year in the sport, she says,
50-mile race
getting her training established will be critical.
and do well,
The outdoor course she started for her students
as an elective has helped. “If we want to go snowyou need to put
shoeing we just walk up the door and hike up the
in the work,
mountains,” she says. “And in June we’re going to
she says.
climb Mt. Shasta.” She has also been doing core
work, massage and yoga in addition to just running. “Last year I would run out the door and whatever I felt like doing I
would do. This year I’m trying to be more well rounded and balanced,”
she says. “Living in a mountain town with tons of snow, I want to ski and
snowshoe a lot of days, but I have to go find some pavement — this is
the first year ever in my life I’ve run on pavement. But I appreciate the
pavement a little bit,” she says. It’s all the more important since she’s
hoping to take on her first 50-mile race in 2016. O
Anna Mae Flynn is an ultrarunner and a high school math teacher.
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DESIGNING WOMEN
Each pack, each pair of shoes, each fabric and every piece of clothing that
fuels the outdoor industry has its own story — and a designer working to
create it. Here, Outdoor Insight catches up with the women behind the
gear that gets people outside and keeps them coming back for more.

Cindy McNaull / Global Cordura Brand and Marketing Director
lifestyle forever, meaning that I
have a deep love of the outdoors
and that I’m constantly tinkering
with how I push the boundaries.

By Emily Walzer

I

t’s not easy to make a
45-year-old textile brand
resonate in today’s active
outdoor marketplace, but in
her role as Global Cordura
brand and marketing director,
Cindy McNaull has done just that.
With innovative collaborations, a
string of clever campaigns and a
non-stop travel schedule, McNaull
has invigorated the Cordura
brand. Here, McNaull talks about
living the Cordura lifestyle.
How did you get started in
the industry?
Textiles are in my DNA. My
grandfather worked for Burlington
Industries, my father for DuPont,
and in both cases they were
involved in manufacturing or
development of performance fiber
and fabrics. I did an internship
at a Lycra facility during my
college years, when I was
studying chemical engineering at

North Carolina State University.
Engineers have a passion for
uncovering unmet needs and
finding solutions and I continue to
bring that passion to my work, but
now I combine that with marketing
that engages customers on an
emotional level. My career has
always been in the textile industry.
I joined Cordura in 2007, but I feel
like I’ve been living the Cordura

What are you working
on now?
Cordura has historically been
male oriented and we are trying
to change that. We’re shifting to
softer fabrics, and softer imagery
in our marketing. That doesn’t
mean sacrificing durability.
The focus is durable things for
durable women who want durable
product. We’re [also] doing
lots of different collaborations.
We’re doing collaborations
with Swift Industries for a bag,
with Westerlind for apparel,
with start-up Covey Charleston
for fabrics, and we continue to
collaborate with Struktur Studios
on capsule collections. I don’t
think of collaborations as a
trend, but more as a way of doing
business now.
What’s trending now?
Our “What’s Cooking in the
Cordura Kitchen” campaign
includes advancing technical/
performance denim with “durable
denim” for women and men. We’re
exploring the future of denim and
identifying what needs are not
being met. We’re also looking to
expand our 4EVER collection of
fabrics that blend power, comfort
and durability. We introduced
4EVER Fleece at Winter OR
and will add new and different
performance knits going forward.
We always consider both sides of
the gender equation and listen to
all our customers.

Bags from the Timbuk2 Le Femme line featuring Cordura fabrics.
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What do you like to do
personally in the outdoors?
My family has a place in the
mountains of North Carolina

where we hike and I like being out
in nature. We have a shelf full of
hiking books that are marked with
comments like “best view,” “ best
trail,” etc. We also like to mountain
bike, cycle, ski and paddle.
Basically anything to do outside,
we do it.
As for influencing my work —
absolutely. My parents were big
advocates of outdoor activities;
we would pile into the “woody”
station wagon and drive cross
country to hike and visit national
parks. I think I went to every
national park between the years
I was 12 and 20. To this day, I
always push myself to the limit
and I want our Cordura fabrics –
whether for apparel or gear – to
keep up, too.
Has being a woman affected
you in the industry?
I never felt it did. The only limits I
felt, I put on myself. I guess I was
raised as a tomboy and basically
saw opportunity, not gender. Even
studying chemical engineering,
where most of my classmates
were male, it never dawned on me
that I was different.
Do you see change within the
textile community when it
comes to gender?
These are exciting times for
women in textiles. There is a
“power of she” attitude and
we’re seeing apparel for women
in not only outdoor, but also in
categories like workwear and
hunting. It’s not the pink-andshrink approach to women’s
product, but sophisticated
designs and silhouettes. Younger
women in outdoor have a can-do
spirit and are making product
for today’s lifestyle. Cordura’s
innovation around the softer side
of durability resonates. O
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“Whenever your inspiration and the story you were telling comes
across and people see it, that’s a gorgeous part of making product.”

Anna Smith  *UNIOR $ESIGNER +EEN &OOTWEAR
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

F

or Anna Smith, the
first in-house designer
hired by Portland,
OR-based Keen
Footwear, designing
shoes isn’t that different from
her first vocation — dance and
choreography. “The creative
thinking behind choreography
is the same as creating a
product, or any artistic
endeavor,” she says. After
taking part in the inaugural
Pensole Footwear Design
course in New York and two
subsequent courses in Portland
and graduating from North
Carolina State University with a
Master’s in industrial design in
2013, Smith joined Keen the next
year. Here, Smith talks about
material trends, who she designs
for and what it’s like seeing your
work out in the wild.
How did you get started in
footwear?
My family is Italian and I went
on a trip to Italy because my
brother was going to school
over there. And while we were
there, a second cousin of mine
and his fiancée were moving
back to Milan because she
wanted to be a fashion designer.
She was talking about starting
her fashion line and out of
nowhere – I’d been buying
shoes this entire trip – when
she said that, I said, “Well, if
you need a shoe designer, let
me know.” And she was like
“Why, do you design shoes?”
So when we got back home I
sent her a couple of drawings
and they were the flattish, most
not-proportional line-art things
you’ve ever seen. And she
said, “Well, those are cool, but
I need them rendered,” and I
didn’t even know what rendered
was. So I decided to go back to
school.

outdoorinsightmag.com

Fall ’17 styles created by Anna Smith

mid-20s to mid-30s consumer,
but if you do that, you can
include a woman who is 55.

You focus on the women’s
lifestyle piece of the
business. Who is it that you
are designing shoes for?
We think of the customers as
either Keen 1.5 or Keen 2.5. The
1.5 is our everyday, bread-andbutter, Newport and Presidio
fan, the product we’re known for.
Keen 2.5 is somebody who wants
something a little more edgy
and on-trend. Not crazy-edgy,
but on-trend shoes you could
wear to work or go to eat or walk
though the city, bridging that
gap between city living and the
outdoors. We’re focused on the

What textile and materials
trends will we see from Keen
in Fall ’17?
In the product itself we’re trying
to elevate the materials we’re
using to more of a lifestyle quality material. We already use
really good materials, but it’s
more about visually letting the
consumer see that. For a hiking
boot, we’ll use a gorgeous nubuck
leather or suede or a nice fullgrain leather and we’re still using
that, but now we’re pairing them
with things that are on-trend, like
knitted materials or knits that
have a metallic application. 3D
effects are very in this season.
You can see the same material
trends applied to both lifestyle
and outdoor styles, but in a different way. For Fall ’17, we’re using a
couple of different textured leathers that give that depth. There’s
a couple of different browns and
the leathers will have more texture variation. At least that’s the
plan — we get our first round of
samples back in two weeks.

What was it like the first time
you saw a design you made
on the shelf?
I almost started crying, honestly,
I’m not going to lie. They’re clogs
and when I got here the tooling was already done and then I
added new uppers. But yeah, a
friend of mine from college was
here and I walked them through
the store and when I saw them I
was like, “Oh my God, these are
out, and they’re mine!” And I got
all teary.
What’s the most rewarding
part of creating new styles?
Designing a style that to me was
a perfect blend of my style and
Keen together. We are designing
for the consumer, and sometimes
that consumer is part of who you
are and sometimes they’re totally
different, but whenever your
inspiration and the story you
were telling comes across and
people see it, that’s a gorgeous
part of making product. As with
any art, you’re putting your spin
on it and people might recognize
it or maybe see something different, but when they see something,
that’s a beautiful thing. O
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DESIGNING WOMEN
“It’s so important to create your brand — to stand for something that can become one
of the deciding factors. We own ourselves, we have a very authentic culture and place.”

Kate Larramendy / Director Design & Sustainability, Toad&Co

K

ate Larramendy fell
into the outdoor business during college and
since 1982 she’s been
shaping the industry
through roles as design director at places such as Patagonia,
Mountain Hardwear and, since
2002, Toad&Co (formerly Horny
Toad.) Here, she reflects on what
performance means today, industry trends and the path not taken.
How did you get started in the
industry?
In college, a point of difference
between myself and my parents
meant I needed to foot my own bill.
I was going to UC Berkeley and feeling very bullish on who I was and
what I did and the long and short
of it is, I needed a job. I applied for
a job at the archetypical specialty
outdoor store, the Ski Hut, which
doesn’t exist any more, but anyone
over the age of 50 might have
memories of how innovative it
was and how it really became the
archetype for specialty outdoor
shops. I quickly became completely swept up in outdoor and
all the possibilities and became
the buyer. There was an IHOP
across the street [back then] and
I have thanked my stars so many
times that the Ski Hut job worked
out. Who knows what I’d be doing
now if I had worked at IHOP.
What are you proud of in the
Fall ’16 collection?
I’m very excited about where we sit
from a sustainability perspective.
It’s hard to put a percentage on it,
but I’d say 98 percent of what we
make now passes through a filter of
advanced eco intelligence. That’s
not to say there’s no room to
improve: there’s a lifetime of work
there and so much to tackle, from
a fiber standpoint and a recycled
standpoint and a bluesign and
organic standpoint. But we’re really
feeling pretty committed and pretty
comfortable with where we sit and
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for our prospects for continuing to
grow that.
What should we expect from
Toad&Co for Fall?
We’re 20 years old this year. We
first showed at OR in 1996, so to
celebrate we made the Telluride
Heritage Collection, a nice nod to
our early roots in terms of concept
and also style. Everybody’s doing
vintage, so this is our update to
classic pieces that were fundamental to us — a little bit of our history
shaken up and reintroduced.
What ways are you seeing the
line evolve?
What I don’t like is that most
travel gear in outdoor is like a
costume — you just don’t look

Left: The $139 women’s Boxcan
Sherpa Overshirt. Right: The $239
women’s Aerium Pullover.

like yourself. You get where you
are going and go, “I look like an
idiot.” In Spring ’15 we created
the Modern Travel collection, a
more elevated approach to travel:
[things that were] stylish, had
packability and multiple-day wearability. But they were clothes you’d
like, clothes you might not just
save for travel but wear every day.
We’re continuing to build on that
collection. For Spring ’17, we created a third bucket, we’re calling
it Open Air. It’s a collection that’s
a little more actively oriented
around hiking, camping, car camping, getting to and from the water
but still cute or handsome. There’s
an emphasis on performance
fabric but something that looks like
what you’d want to wear everyday.

How have you seen the industry change over your career?
Just getting outside, we think
that’s where the shift is. It’s less
super-technical but more general
functionality, versatile [items]
that look like you as a real person
but are good for going outside.
We don’t need super hardcore,
gnarly stuff. We’ve had a couple
of missteps in the past, where we
tried to use a performance fabric
and it came out lacking from aesthetic standpoint. We’ve honed
our skills in not talking ourselves
into thinking, “This could look like
sportswear.” These fabrics really
do have to feel delicious and look
lovely, they have to pass muster.
But again, it’s not designed for
your peak summit experience, but
for what people actually do. When
I worked in the outdoor store I
wore mountaineering boots every
day, but the newer customer and
outdoor enthusiast is way more
agnostic with technical gear. It
has to work, and look good and
I think when they find that, the
ethos is, it works well enough.
We’re enjoying that space. It gives
you some design freedom and
opportunity for subtle innovation.
Is the business landscape different, or just the consumer?
There are so many companies
in the outdoor space now and
they’re very credible. There are a
lot of very, very good companies.
And it can come down to feature
wars or hair splitting over every
little thing. Almost everyone has
access to the same fabrics, the
same vendors, and it’s all made in
a handful of factories. It does get
harder to differentiate. That’s why
it’s so important to create your
brand — to stand for something
that can become one of the defining factors. We own ourselves, we
have a very authentic culture and
place. And that becomes increasingly important. O
— By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry
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Power System
Improves Proprioception
Increases Muscle Strength and
Explosiveness
Enhances Motion Stability
Consisting
nsisting of Power Band
d and Square Buffer,
Buffer
Power System provides excellent support and coverage to reduce excess muscle tremors and
energy consumption, improving operational efficiency. Furthermore, it reduces muscle fatigue
during prolonged exercise, helping maintain an
optimal level of athletic performance.

292Z

Leg Support
Compression Tights

LA POINTIQUE INT'L LTD.
sales@lp-support-usa.com
1-800-979-1932
Follow us

For more information

293Z

Thigh Support
Compression Shorts

280Z

Women’s Leg Support
Compression CaprI

www.LP-support.com
LVUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNRI/$32,17,48(,17·//7'86$

DESIGNING WOMEN
“One of the unique aspects for us is being able to work so closely with the sample room — it’s about 20 feet away. If I have an idea,
I can staple it out and have it sewn by end of day. It’s so much quicker now and it’s freed my mind to be more creative.”

Cassie Tweed / Director of Design, Osprey Packs

C

assie Tweed has
been creating packs
for Cortez, CO-based
Osprey since 2010 and
has served as design
director for the firm since 2014.
Based since last summer in the
company’s Ho Chi Minh City
product development office,
Tweed designs and oversees the
design team for the entire range
of sport-specific, commuter and
travel bags for adults and kids,
two seasons a year. Here, she
sounds off on living in Vietnam,
pack trends and what women
want out of their gear.
Had you always been interested in packs?
When I first joined, I was in our
Mill Valley, CA, studio, with just
[founder] Mike Pfotenhauer and
one other person, and I learned
all that I know about packs
directly from those three years
— it was pretty unique. I’ve been
an avid outsdoorsperson my
entire life, but I had user experience and that was pretty much
it. Having a design background,
I’ve always been creating, so I
did a few tent designs when I was
in college, but never backpacks.

What brought you to
Vietnam?
I moved last June — I had been
traveling there around four times
a year, so moving made things
a lot easier. Adjusting has been
pretty easy: traveling here so
often before has helped a lot. It
was always on the table to move,
but it took all of those trips to
realize how much of an opportunity it would be to live here.
One of the unique aspects for us
is being able to work so closely
with the sample room — it’s
about 20 feet away. If I have an
idea, I can staple it out and have
it sewn by end of day. It’s so
much quicker now and it’s freed
my mind to be more creative.
In Fall ’16, Osprey will debut
new backcountry ski and
snowboard packs, including
the Kresta design, which is
the first women’s-specific
model for backcountry. What
does it take to design for

Osprey has an extensive women’s line. Shown here, left to right, are the
$165 Spring ’16 women’s-specific Mira 26 day hike pack and the $170 Fall
’16 women’s-specific Kresta 30 backcountry ski and snowboard pack.
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or feature sets or look different to
appeal to women, that’s just basically dealing with self-expression.
But the feature sets are the same,
and they’re designed around
the activity, not to do with what
gender [the wearer is].

It took me about two years to
design Osprey-quality designs
and to know what is innovative
and different. I learn new things
every day.

women in the outdoors?
In the past year, I needed a group
of women to bounce ideas off, so
I gathered a group and we went
on hikes and talked about stuff,
and it was an amazing experience
— a life-changing experience. I
went into it gear-based, as if we’d
talk about design, gear, packs,
those types of specific details.
But the conversation moved
quickly to something bigger picture, that was more about the
experience and connecting on the
human level. In reflection, maybe
that was the female experience:
not necessarily talking gear, but
in experiencing the outdoors
together.
Is expanding the women’s
line a priority for you?
We already have a pretty extensive women’s line, so it’s not as
much expanding as it is bringing more attention to it and to
women as users. It’s always been
a mystery to the industry as to
what women want, as if there’s
something specific that women
want as opposed to men. But I
think it’s pretty similar, at least in
packs. We understand that women’s bodies are shaped differently
and there needs to be attention
to shape. But to make the design

What trends are you seeing
in the seasons to come?
We’re getting closer to blurring
the line between “men’s colors”
and “women’s colors” — that
idea that a purple pack and a
blue pack are great for women
but green and red are men’s. I see
more overlapping and a wider
acceptance of gender-neutral
colors. I do see a lot more traditional retro looks, with suppliers
trying to take that design and
make it technical and lightweight,
to get that look but not just be
a heavy canvas pack. And with
the retro influence, I think we’re
kind of taking a step back and
not being so techy looking, being
more sophisticated. Going outside is a lifestyle that our users
like to express in their daily lives,
so having great technical packs
that they can take to their jobs is
becoming more prevalent. What
I do see with a lot of suppliers
just chasing what’s already out
there: one of the benefits of being
out here is working with them
to develop new things. What’s
also kind of inspiring is looking
at the footwear industry, seeing
the materials and processes they
use and making it applicable to
backpacks.
What part of your job is the
most challenging?
Designing for the niche markets – like mountain biking or
trail running or skiing or rock
climbing, where there are really
specific functions – is the most
interesting, the most challenging
and the most fun. They’re also
the smallest markets, but they
take the most design expertise. O
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PRODUCTSHOWCASE
Fox River ®

Merrell
AXT® MERINO
COLLECTION
Made from Merino wool,
the new AXT® Adventure
Cross Terrain Collection is
designed to cross over from
the path to the pavement.
It features an advanced
ﬁt system that holds the
sock into place, Wick Dry®
technology keeps your feet
dry, and reinforced zones
add to a longer sock life.
The collection features more
THAN  STYLES AND  COLOR
options. Made in the USA
SINCE  -320 
 FOXSOXCOM

CAPRA BOLT MID WATERPROOF
The Capra Bolt Mid Waterproof light hiker will get your blood pumping for those
done-in-a-day, high-adrenaline hikes. Scramble over rocky terrain with the help of
Capra mountain goat hoof-inspired outsole with M Select™ GRIP technology, for
sure footed traction on both wet and dry surfaces. Merrell.com

WigWam

Sorbothane®

A NATURAL CRADLE
OF COMFORT
The Sorbothane® Women’s
Ultra Sole is designed and
built for a woman’s foot, ﬁt
and gait cycle. It absorbs
harmful shock, returns energy
and provides long lasting
comfort. Designed to perform
like the body’s natural ability
to absorb shock, Sorbothane® recovers fully to deliver
comfort stride after stride.
Made In The USA.
insoles-sorbothane.com

Bafﬁn

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S AMAZON
3O LIGHTWEIGHT THEY mOAT "AFlNS FAST DRYING 4RAIL  2APIDS SERIES IS A COLLECTION OF
highly breathable trail shoes. Designed to allow water to drain through with a metallic
grid in the sole to prevent rocks or debris from entering the bottom. Whether you’re
walking through a stream or hiking the trails, you can con dently explore in comfort.
Available in two treads styles.
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THE PACIFIC CREST PRO
Make the journey more enjoyable with Wigwam’s Peak to
Pub collection. The Paciﬁc
Crest Pro is one of four Peak
to Pub styles perfect for destinations known for breathtaking trails and outstanding
brew pubs. Knit with Merino
wool for all-day comfort.
Made in the USA.

Fox River®
COPPER
GUARDIAN PRO™
4HE NEW  #OPPER
Guardian Pro™ Crew stands
up to a long day on the job.
-ADE FROM  PERCENT #OPPER
polyester, these socks guard
against odor-causing bacteria
and fungi while making skin
look and feel better. Plus,
advanced ﬁt features and
spandex compression holds
sock in place while Wick Dry®
technology keeps your feet
dry. Made in the USA since
 -320 
foxsox.com.
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By the Numbers
Nearly half of all Americans participated in
at least one outdoor activity in 2015.
OUTDOOR
PARTICIPATION
BY GENDER
AGES 6 TO 20

Participation by Age, Females

48.4%

Indoor Fitness Activites
Outdoor Activites
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Team Sports

80%

MALE

70%

49%

FEMALE

60%
PERCENT OF FEMALES

51%
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AGE

When it comes to being active, the Gen Z population prefers outdoor sports (62 percent) and team sports (57 percent) — with a higher participation rate in those categories compared to other generations. Millennials participate in more water sports and fitness sports, while Boomers are
more likely to participate in fitness sports than any other type of activity.
Gen Z (2000+)

Millenials (1980-1999)

Gen X (1965 -1979)

Boomers (1945-1964)

60%

50%

Among females
over age 20

40%

INDOOR
FITNESS HAS
OVERTAKEN
OUTDOOR
RECREATION

30%

as the preferred
physical activity.
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Sources: 2016 SFIA Topline Report; 2016 Outdoor Recreation Participation Topline Report; 2015 Outdoor Recreation Participation Report

Activity Category Segmented by Generations

IF YOU’RE OUT THERE, WE’RE WITH YOU.™
VERMONT USA
#DarnTough

by B A F F I N

GUARANTEED TO LEAK.
LIKE A SIEVE.
THE BAFFIN TRAIL TO RAPIDS SERIES
METALLIC GRID
IN-SOLE STOPS
STONES AND GRIT
VENTILATED MESH PROVIDES
ULTIMATE BREATHABILITY
ULTRA LIGHT MIDSOLE
PROTECTS AND CUSHIONS
OUTERSOLE GIVES ADDED
TRACTION ON THE TRAILS

FRONT AND BACK
DRAINAGE CHANNELS
DRAIN ALL MOISTURE

A lightweight and highly breathable trail
shoe. Incredibly comfortable. Designed
to allow water to drain right through while
a metallic grid, in the sole, prevents rocks
or debris from entering. Whether walking
through a stream or hiking the trails,
the insole channels are designed to drain
all moisture.
TRULY INNOVATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL.

PAUL HUBNER BAFFIN INC.
Owner & CTO (Chief Testing Officer)

Customer Service: 1-800-387-5858
Email: sales@baffin.com

